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A final consequence of her time on Jakku was that she became adept at piloting the AT-AT, a vehicle she had designed and built at Niima Outpost. This customized walker was the last defense against the First Order's pursuit, and she, along with Chewbacca and Finn, would
ride out to try to repair it and then pilot it in battle to destroy the TIE fighters pursuing them. Rey's physical appearance was influenced by a number of sources, but the character was often compared to Han Solo (whom she resembled) and one of her designers stated that
her dress was in the "worn-in" style of the late 1930s. [18] To be sure, her name may have been inspired by the legacy of the Imperial dynasty founded by Emperor Palpatine. A model of the late Anakin Skywalker, with whom Rey shares an uncanny physical resemblance,
sat in her trailer during the film's production as a source of inspiration. [18] The character's appearance was further adapted for the film's ending. According to director Abrams, the climactic scene in which Rey confronts Luke was intended to resemble a western, with Rey

charging into the sky "like a rodeo rider." [18] The actress who would portray Rey was discovered by Abrams through his daughter. Rey's first love interest, Finn, was a fellow stormtrooper who had refused to turn Rey in. Their relationship is short-lived and Finn is soon
outed by Rey as a spy sent to kill her. [30] There is another youth aboard the Imperial cruiser alongside Rey, named K2SO, who had stolen an Imperial droid and poses as Rey's best friend. However, K2SO reveals himself as a spy to Rey, who destroys him. [1] A younger

version of Rey is rescued from a stormtrooper holding her mother on Jakku by Finn, who reveals himself to be a stormtrooper and helps Rey escape. He is shortly afterwards killed by another Imperial. Later, during the search for Luke Skywalker, a dozen young characters,
including Rey, are beamed to the rebel base on Takodana after their parents are killed during the Battle of Jakku. [33] The characters, which include Rey, are then transported to the planet Ahch-To where they will start training. [19]
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As the planetoid began to disintegrate, the First Order ship opened fire
with its proton torpedoes, destroying the Resistance's communications

equipment. The resulting lack of communications caused the First Order
to retreat. The Vulture flew to the surface of the planetoid and collided

into a facility they had previously set up. They also activated
Skywalker's lightsaber, which they had previously taken apart and
hidden on Crait, in order to destroy a weapons platform. Using the

Force, Rey activated the lightsaber from the vehicle and found herself
fighting Ren. Ren ignited his weapon as well, and they battled inside a
massive hangar, where the First Order had created a facility in which
they could train their young cadets. The lightsaber battle ended with
Ren losing consciousness. After the battle, the Vulture landed on the

planetoid's surface to recover their fallen comrades. While escaping, the
ship was attacked by a pair of TIE fighters, which shot a pair of

concussion missiles at them. As the battle ended, Rey ran to the Vulture
and docked the ship. She attempted to activate Skywalker's lightsaber,
only to find that the ship was already gone. Finding the droid BB-8 also

missing, she left the hangar in pursuit of the First Order, only to be
captured and brought back to the facility. On the ship, she witnessed the
destruction of a training facility, which they had set on fire as they fled
the planetoid. Rey escaped from the First Order, then made her way

back to Crait. [38] 5ec8ef588b
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